Host Regin says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Triton Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

CIV_Knote says:
$::Laying dazed on the deck near the sinks::

CEO_Jarek says:
#:: Moves closer to the doctor::

CSO_Weaver says:
$OPS:  Let's get moving.  Take the CTO and go find the other group.  ::Kneels next to Knote::

OPS_Miaek says:
$CSO: Aye Sir.

CIV_Knote says:
$::Rolls over and is face to face with a wet mop::

OPS_Miaek says:
$::leaned over inside the large sink::

XO_Keorn says:
#::Keeps working his way along each deck trying to find anyone not with him::

CEO_Jarek says:
#CMO: Doctor, am I correct in assuming that we have trace inoculants in our systems that are not present in this time period?

CMO_Thornne says:
#CEO: Yes.

Ensign_Razi says:
$::Lets off the intercom switch and heads back toward the five::

CEO_Jarek says:
#CMO: What are they if you please?

CSO_Weaver says:
$CIV:  You all right?

CIV_Knote says:
$::Looks up:: CSO: Fine sir... I think.

CTO_Hayes says:
$OPS: Let's go then ... ::walks to the exit::

Host CO_Winters says:
@:: wandering around the Enterprise, trying to figure out this predicament. ::

CIV_Knote says:
$::Takes CSO's hand and stands::

OPS_Miaek says:
$::follows the CTO::

CSO_Weaver says:
$::Aids Knote to his feet::  CIV:  Good.  Everyone else is clearing out; we should do the same.

CIV_Knote says:
$:: Nods in agreement:: CSO: Aye sir.

Host Regin says:
ACTION: A large group runs past the second group, in the direction of the explosion

CIV_Knote says:
$:: Jumps out of the way of the damage control team::

CTO_Hayes says:
$OPS: Any idea where to go?

OPS_Miaek says:
$CTO:  I wonder which way we should take?

Ensign_Razi says:
$::Stands next to the CIV and CSO showing a hint of concern:: CIV: You all right, seaman?   ::Glances to the side as the group pass::

CIV_Knote says:
$Razi: Aye sir, fine.

Ensign_Razi says:
$::Touches the CIV's forehead to make sure there's no gash then nods:: CIV/CSO: Fine. Then get going..

CEO_Jarek says:
#EO: Mr. Porter, try and locate the rest of the Bridge crew.

EO_Porter says:
#CEO: Yes, sir. I'll begin scanning.

EO_Porter says:
#::Wonders what could have caused the explosion::

Host CO_Winters says:
@:: walks down a hallway thankful no one recognizes him ::

CTO_Hayes says:
$OPS: Maybe I should communicate with Triton and see if they found a way to at least locate us, if so, they might be able to tell us if the others are near.

OPS_Miaek says:
$CTO:  Sounds like a sound plan to me.

XO_Keorn says:
#::Leads the rest with him to the Weather Deck to try and get a fix of the situation outside::

CEO_Jarek says:
#CMO: What should we scan for Doctor?

CMO_Thornne says:
#::shakes head & starts paying attention again:: CEO: For what?


CEO_Jarek says:
#CMO: So we may locate the rest of the Bridge crew.

CTO_Hayes says:
$OPS: Let's stop here... watch for any... non Starfleet.

CSO_Weaver says:
$::Barely dodges the blur of the damage control team::  CIV:  The others went this way.

CIV_Knote says:
$::Nods and follows CSO::

OPS_Miaek says:
$::watches over shoulder to make sure no one is watching::

CTO_Hayes says:
$::takes the communicator out of her pocket::

CTO_Hayes says:
$COM: Triton: Ensign Hayes to Triton.... please report.

XO_Keorn says:
#::Exits the ladder onto the Weather Deck looking around to survey the situation::

CIV_Knote says:
$::Hears the klaxon sounding General Quarters::

Host Regin says:
<CPO_Noitall>*CTO* I've taken command from that know-nothing.

CSO_Weaver says:
$::Follows the path he believes the others took, and catches a glimpse of Hayes as she turns a corner.  Runs after::

EO_Porter says:
#CEO: I have located some non-human beings aboard. It must be people from Triton.

CEO_Jarek says:
#EO: Where are they?

EO_Porter says:
#CEO: A few decks down.

CTO_Hayes says:
$COM: Triton: CPO Noitall, did you find a way to locate us, yet?

Host CO_Winters says:
@:: turns the corner and sees the XO ::

CMO_Thornne says:
#CEO: Well, we are missing Miaek & Hayes from this group... they are non-humans......

Host CO_Winters says:
@XO: Keorn!

Host Regin says:
<Noitall>*CTO*: No, sir, but we're working on it.  We're also working on the engines

CIV_Knote says:
$CSO: ::whispers:: And just where would our battle stations be?

CSO_Weaver says:
$::Over his shoulder::  CIV:  Once we find the others, we'll catch on to someone's crew.

OPS_Miaek says:
$CTO:  Maybe we should make our way topside, hopefully the others will be trying to do the same.

CTO_Hayes says:
$OPS: Good idea... as soon as I answer Noitall, we can go.

XO_Keorn says:
#CO: Sir I haven’t seen you since before we entered the rift.

CEO_Jarek says:
#XO: Permission to split off and look for the rest of the crew.  The EO has them below us.

CIV_Knote says:
$::Leans toward CSO:: CSO: If we're here its probably true that more of the crew is here as well.

CSO_Weaver says:
$CIV:  I should hope so...and if they are, I'll bet they're looking for us... ::Thinks of something::

CTO_Hayes says:
$*CPO* Aye, Noitall... keep the ship in one piece and have a team try to get us out of here. Hayes out.

XO_Keorn says:
#CEO: Negative, send a beacon out that their tricorders can home in on.

CEO_Jarek says:
#XO: Understood. EO: you hear him Mr. Porter.

EO_Porter says:
#CEO: yes sir.

Host CO_Winters says:
#XO: I can't quite explain that, however, I can't quite explain how we ended up here either. Report.

CSO_Weaver says:
$::Finally comes to a stop near the CTO and OPS::  CTO:  Did Triton have anything to say?

CTO_Hayes says:
$CSO: Not really. CPO Noitall is now in charge. Repairs are getting done. I asked him to get a team to work on finding us.

CIV_Knote says:
$::Halts and looks around as CSO and CTO talk::

OPS_Miaek says:
$::sees the CIV and the CSO::  CIV: You okay?

CIV_Knote says:
$OPS: Yes, thank you.

XO_Keorn says:
#CO: We were pulled into a rift formed by chronoton particle emissions from our dish.  We found a universe without Humans when we returned though the rift we found ourselves here.

EO_Porter says:
#::configures the tricorder to send out a traceable beacon::

CEO_Jarek says:
#EO: Try and keep it low keyed as it were.

EO_Porter says:
#CEO: Yes, sir. The Enterprise crew won't be able to detect it, only the Triton tricorders.

CEO_Jarek says:
#EO: Very good.

LtJG_Weulffe says:
#::watching the XO and CO converse while talking to a CPO:: CPO: He's nuts I tell you... ::motions to the XO:: Trekkie to the core.

CIV_Knote says:
$::Glances around and sees Ensign Razi approaching::

CTO_Hayes says:
$::quickly puts the communicator back in her pocket::

CIV_Knote says:
$::Taps CSO's shoulder and points:: CSO: Uh, sir.

OPS_Miaek says:
$CSO:  The CTO and I were just about to head topside.

CSO_Weaver says:
$OPS:  Let's do that...here comes our good friend again.. ::Motions for them to move::

CTO_Hayes says:
$::sighs as she sees Razi come closer::

CEO_Jarek says:
#EO: When you’re finished use a narrow band EM emission to send out a beacon to Triton if she is here with us.

Host Regin says:
ACTION: Another explosion rocks the boat


CIV_Knote says:
$::Staggers against the bulkhead::

CO_Winters says:
#:: grabs the hand rail :: XO: What the devil is that?

Ensign_Razi says:
$::Heads down the corridor toward the team, wondering why these four keep loafing about.  Staggers against the bulkhead::

CTO_Hayes says:
$::tries to hold on so she doesn't fall::

EO_Porter says:
#::stumbles from the explosion::

CSO_Weaver says:
$::Slides against the bulkhead, barely keeping his balance::  ::Lowers his voice::  Team 2:  Keep moving.

CMO_Thornne says:
#::leans against the bulkhead... trying not to get thrown to the other side::

OPS_Miaek says:
$::falls against the wall::

CTO_Hayes says:
$All: What is going on out there?

LtJG_Weulffe says:
#::grabs hold of a bolted chair::

CEO_Jarek says:
#XO: Sir I can hear the civilian Mr. Knote.

CIV_Knote says:
$::Shuffles along with the group::

XO_Keorn says:
#CO: I believe we were deposited on this ship during a time of war or something.

OPS_Miaek says:
$All: Everyone okay?

CTO_Hayes says:
$OPS: Yeah... ::looks at the others::

CEO_Jarek says:
#XO: They are close by.

XO_Keorn says:
#CEO: Understood.

CO_Winters says:
#XO: Do you know the year?

XO_Keorn says:
#CO: Unfortunately my understanding of Human history is incomplete at best.

CO_Winters says:
#XO: I may be able to tell you if I knew the year...

Ensign_Razi says:
$::Regains her balance and hurries down the corridor::

LtJG_Weulffe says:
#::listens to the CO:: CPO: And the one talking with nutso is also short a few marbles.

CIV_Knote says:
$::Hears the call for more damage control teams::

CSO_Weaver says:
$::Keeps moving::  OPS:  I'm all right.  ::Looks back for Knote::

CIV_Knote says:
$::Nods at CSO and catches up::

CIV_Knote says:
$::Thinks: this isn't good::

CEO_Jarek says:
#EO: Mr. Porter, get me a reading on this ship’s reactor status.

CMO_Thornne says:
#::Follows a little behind the rest of her group::

CO_Winters says:
XO: I know a little history of this ship.

Host Regin says:
<Noitall>*CTO* Sir, we've got engines working.  We're at the very edge of transporter range now.  Perhaps if we had a general location, we could find you...

CTO_Hayes says:
$::follows the others and stops when she hears something coming from her pocket::

CTO_Hayes says:
$::gets the communicator::

CIV_Knote says:
$::Stops at base of a ladder and looks up::

CTO_Hayes says:
$*CPO* This is Hayes, could you repeat what you just said?

EO_Porter says:
#CEO: The reactor is stable and operational. It has been well shielded and shouldn't leak any radiation. We should be safe.

CIV_Knote says:
$CSO: Sir, up there... could have sworn I hear the XO's voice.

CSO_Weaver says:
$OPS:  Turn left ahead.  I think we've already been the other way...

XO_Keorn says:
#::Walks up to Weulffe:: LtJG: What is the year if you don't mind?

XO_Keorn says:
#::At the same time motioning for the CEO to knock him out using the Vulcan nerve pinch as soon as he answers::

CEO_Jarek says:
#EO: Good keep up with the beacon to Triton.

EO_Porter says:
#CEO: Ok, but I haven't picked anything up yet. She might not be out there.

LtJG_Weulffe says:
#XO: I thought you already had the medical exam done.

CSO_Weaver says:
$::Quickly turns back, excitedly::  CIV:  Which direction?

CTO_Hayes says:
$::tries to catch up with the crew while communicating with Triton::

Host Regin says:
<Noitall>*CTO* We're at the edge of TR range.  If we can get a fix, we can beam you up.  Do you know your general location?

CIV_Knote says:
$::Waves at his team to follow and starts up the ladder way::

OPS_Miaek says:
$CSO:  Aye sir. :: walks down the left corridor::

CO_Winters says:
#:: notices the LtJG casually listening :: All: Perhaps we should find a more private spot to talk. :: points ::

CEO_Jarek says:
#:: Pinches the Big Klingon on the neck::

CMO_Thornne says:
#::Still straggling behind their group::

LtJG_Weulffe says:
#::backs away from the group::

CSO_Weaver says:
$OPS:  Look around.  Mr. Knote thought he heard Commander Keorn.

OPS_Miaek says:
$::begins listening more attentively:: CSO:  Aye sir.

CEO_Jarek says:
#EO: Keep trying, Boost power and narrow the width of the band.

CSO_Weaver says:
$::Follows the CIV to the ladder and looks up::  CIV:  Up there, you think?

CIV_Knote says:
$::climbs to top of ladder way and sees the XO, CO and others::

CTO_Hayes says:
$*CPO* We are on a Marine Ship from Earth. It's named the Enterprise... and we are... in 1998 if I remember the date of the article I read on one bulletin board.

CSO_Weaver says:
$CIV:  See them yet?

LtJG_Weulffe says:
#*SEC* Security!

CIV_Knote says:
$::turns and yells down:: CSO: Up here, the rest are up here.

EO_Porter says:
#::Works the tricorder, adjusting the bandwidth.

LtJG_Weulffe says:
#*SEC* They're freaking out again.

Host Regin says:
<Noitall>*CTO* Do you know where on the planet you are?

Ensign_Razi says:
$::Continues behind the group, trying to wait around corners as much as possible.  Pauses at an armory, accesses the locker, removes a weapon, and closes it.::

XO_Keorn says:
#::Falls to the deck::

CTO_Hayes says:
$::tries to catch up with the others without having people notice the communicator::

LtJG_Weulffe says:
#::amazed to see the Vulcan neck pinch actually work and backs up some more::

FCO_Collingwood says:
%::undetected leaves the group and heads up a nearby staircase::

CTO_Hayes says:
$*CPO* I will try to get that information and I will tell you in a minute.

CSO_Weaver says:
$OPS:  Knote's spotted them.  Get up the ladder!  ::Looks behind for Hayes::  $CTO:  We've got to get moving...  ::motions to the ladder::

CIV_Knote says:
$::moves to join CO and XO::

OPS_Miaek says:
$CSO: Yes sir:: climbs the ladder looking up trying to see a familiar face::

LtJG_Weulffe says:
#Team 1: You guys need some psychiatric care...

CTO_Hayes says:
$All: Anyone know where we are? A more precise location than Earth, cause CPO Noitall thinks he may be able to bring us back.

FCO_Collingwood says:
%::gets as far up as the stairs will let her, looks down and grips the railing tightly as she sees just how far down it is::

LtJG_Weulffe says:
#::sends his CPO off to get security to hurry on up::

CIV_Knote says:
#::Stands next to Winters:: CO: Good to see you sir.

CTO_Hayes says:
$::gets up the ladder::

OPS_Miaek says:
$CTO: if we had a tricorder, it would help.

CSO_Weaver says:
$::Starts to follow up the ladder, climbing the rungs quickly::

CTO_Hayes says:
$All: Anyone got a tricorder or knows where we are?

OPS_Miaek says:
$CSO: What happened to our tagalong?

CEO_Jarek says:
#EO: Stop him.

CO_Winters says:
#Civ: Indeed. I want to move away from this area of the ship I believe a certain Lt. just got suspicious.

Ensign_Razi says:
$::Stays behind a corner that the team just turned, and listens::

CSO_Weaver says:
$CTO:  I have no idea.  OPS:  I'm hoping we lost her, but I doubt that's the case.  We have to keep moving...

CSO_Weaver says:
$::Stays toward the rear, just in case the Ensign shows up again::

FCO_Collingwood says:
%::forcibly opens a big steel door and peers out::

CTO_Hayes says:
$::puts the communicator back in her pocket and follows the others::

Host Regin says:
ACTION: A third explosion rocks the boat

CIV_Knote says:
#CO: Understand sir. ::grabs a railing to stop from being pitched overboard::

CO_Winters says:
#:: grabs the rail :: I don't recall the Enterprise being involved in any type of battle in 1998.

CSO_Weaver says:
#::Lurches forward with the explosion, but manages to maintain balance::

CEO_Jarek says:
#:: Wonders how much more this ship can take::

XO_Keorn says:
#::Moans a little and rolls over::

CTO_Hayes says:
#::approaches the CIV:: CIV: Do you remember reading a location when we checked that bulletin board earlier ?

Ensign_Razi says:
$::Thuds against the bulkhead again.  Fights to regain her balance, muttering almost silently::

CIV_Knote says:
#CTO: Persian Gulf?

CIV_Knote says:
#CTO: Something like that.

CTO_Hayes says:
#CIV: Thanks.

LtJG_Weulffe says:
#::decides to call the one rational person he can think of... bum bum bum:: *Razi* Hey, Razi, can you come over to that big group over on the weather deck? You'll know 'em when you see 'em.

FCO_Collingwood says:
%::sees a momentary flash of fire and feels a wave of heat that throws her backward and down a flight of stairs::

OPS_Miaek says:
#::feels the shaking::

EO_Porter says:
#::falls to the deck again, not used to being on a sea ship::

CMO_Thornne says:
#CEO: What happened with Keorn?

CEO_Jarek says:
#:: Bends down to aide the XO:: XO: Forgive me sir I was off balance.

CO_Winters says:
#All: Lets get away from here. This way. Goes down a deck.

CSO_Weaver says:
#::Finally catches up with the CTO and CIV::


CEO_Jarek says:
#CMO: Wrong neck.

CTO_Hayes says:
#::looks around and then takes the communicator::

CO_Winters says:
#CEO: Clean up your little mess there please.

CEO_Jarek says:
#CO: Yes sir.

LtJG_Weulffe says:
#::sees everyone start to go down... wonders where Razi is::

CTO_Hayes says:
#*CPO* We are on a ship in the Persian Gulf.

OPS_Miaek says:
#::looks around to see what Triton crew is around::

FCO_Collingwood says:
%::lands a deck above the team:: CO: CAPTAIN!

CMO_Thornne says:
#::Unpockets her tricorder & bends down to the XO as well::

CIV_Knote says:
#::Lets out a large sigh and looks out at sea::

CEO_Jarek says:
#:: Lifts the Really big Klingon to his feet::

CO_Winters says:
#FCO: I suggest you not call me that here.  Follow us and hurry.

CSO_Weaver says:
#::Still staying toward the back of the group, keeping an eye out for Razi::

CMO_Thornne says:
#CEO: What are you doing?!

CEO_Jarek says:
#:: Turns and looks at the CMO and raises eyebrow::

CTO_Hayes says:
#::tries to catch up with the XO::

CEO_Jarek says:
#XO: Are you alright sir?

LtJG_Weulffe says:
#*Razi* Where are you, Razi?

CTO_Hayes says:
#XO: Sir, I have made contact with the Triton.


CO_Winters says:
#CTO: You may report to me.

Ensign_Razi says:
$::Leans against the bulkhead and peeks around the corner at the mass of unusual seamen coming back down the stairs.  Whispers:: *Weulffe* Yes, as a matter of fact I've been trailing the odd bunch.  They went to the weather deck for a moment, but are heading back down.  Keep your voice down, would you?

CTO_Hayes says:
#::turns to the CO:: CO: Aye, sir....

XO_Keorn says:
#Anyone: Ungher inhon fonf ::Mumbles become more illegible after that::

CMO_Thornne says:
#CEO: Let him get up on his own time. He might be off balance if you help him up too soon...

CO_Winters says:
#CMO: I don't suppose you have anything to get him back on his feet.

LtJG_Weulffe says:
#*Razi* Right... keep watch on them and tell me whatever happens... I think we might wanna find out what these guys are up to.

CIV_Knote says:
#::Looks at Keorn and tries to understand what the Klingon just said::

Ensign_Razi says:
$::Backs down the corridor in case the group incidentally heads her way again.:: *Weulffe* Understood.

CEO_Jarek says:
#CMO: As you wish Doctor:: Lets go of the XO::

FCO_Collingwood says:
%::regaining some composure, clutching her arm and catching her breath, calls down the stairway:: CO: Captain! Up here! I think I know what's going on!

CTO_Hayes says:
#CO: CPO Noitall is in charge, repairs are mostly done, they are close enough to transport us or at least try it. I gave them our general location and all other useful info like the year we are in. They should try to bring us back now. Do you want to communicate with the ship, sir?

CO_Winters says:
#CTO: Yes, please.

OPS_Miaek says:
#CSO: Any sign of our friend?

XO_Keorn says:
#::Falls to the deck with a loud thump::

CMO_Thornne says:
#CO: Other than the CEO, no... but I'm not in agreement Mr. Jarek's "first aid" skills.

CIV_Knote says:
#::Realizes that this large group is rather conspicuous doing nothing::

LtJG_Weulffe says:
#*SEC* I need a really big security team to go a deck down and find a large mass of seamen... work with Ensign Razi.

XO_Keorn says:
#::Large bruise forms on his forehead::

CSO_Weaver says:
#::Hears something over behind his back::  OPS:  I'm keeping an eye out...listen for anyone coming this way.

CO_Winters says:
#CMO: I would suspect a Klingon would know a bit about his little pinch there.

CEO_Jarek says:
#CMO: I am an engineer Doctor not a medic.

Host Regin says:
<Noitall> *CTO* We've got you.  Bringing you all up...  now.

CMO_Thornne says:
#CEO: Was that necessary to drop him?! ::angry:: Use some common sense please.

CEO_Jarek says:
#:: Turns and glares at the Doctor::

CTO_Hayes says:
#::takes the communicator and hands it to the CO::

OPS_Miaek says:
#CSO:  We lost ‘em to easy, something must be up.

CO_Winters says:
#All: Who has the tricorder?

CMO_Thornne says:
#CO: Beg your pardon? ::confused::

FCO_Collingwood says:
%::thinks "fine, just stay down there... don't worry about an injured officer who could tell you more about what's going on outside"::

CEO_Jarek says:
#CO: The EO has one.

EO_Porter says:
#CO: I have a tricorder, sir.

Host Regin says:
ACTION: The crew transports directly to the bridge of the ship

LtJG_Weulffe says:
*Razi* So where are they now?

CO_Winters says:
:: looks around for the FCO ::

CIV_Knote says:
::Stands on Triton bridge looking at the shocked faces of the rest of the crew::

Ensign_Razi says:
#::Blinks::*Weulffe* Your security team just arrived. And...the others vanished!

OPS_Miaek says:
::looks around:: All: Are we back???

CTO_Hayes says:
::blinks a couple of times to make sure she is really on Triton::

CSO_Weaver says:
Self:  For crying out loud...a little notification wouldn't have hurt.

EO_Porter says:
Self: Huh? ::looks around to see where he is now::

LtJG_Weulffe says:
#*Razi* Where did they go?!

CO_Winters says:
All: Well...

OPS_Miaek says:
::sits down at the OPS station trying to find a COMM Buoy::

XO_Keorn says:
::Lying on the floor legs straddling a computer terminal::

CTO_Hayes says:
::looks at herself:: All: Seems we have souvenirs from our adventure... look at us!

CO_Winters says:
CSO: Check the ships computers. I don't recall the Enterprise being involved in a conflict in 1998. Find out for sure.

CIV_Knote says:
::Sees the odd look from the rest of the Triton crew looking at their weird uniforms::

Ensign_Razi says:
#*Weulffe* I'm telling you. Just before the security arrived, they vanished in an air of sparkling...stuff.

CTO_Hayes says:
::approaches her console and checks the status of the tactical systems::

CMO_Thornne says:
::Looks around:: Self: Darned instantaneous transports.... Happy to be back tho. Ops: Can you get me and Keorn a transport down to sickbay... mine not their's... ::points to the deck & Earth::

CO_Winters says:
Noitall: Good job. Get some rest.

LtJG_Weulffe says:
#*Razi* Like that Star Trek thing? What did they call it? Transporting?

CSO_Weaver says:
CO:  I'm on it.  ::Turns, happy to see his familiar station, and searches LCARS for the carrier Enterprise::

Ensign_Razi says:
#*Weulffe* I wouldn't know. I never saw the show.

OPS_Miaek says:
CMO: Yes Ma'am.

XO_Keorn says:
::Doesn't make a sound since he is on the soft padding of the bridge floor::

LtJG_Weulffe says:
#*Razi* They made me watch it… ::spits out to the sea:: just so I could weed out all the Trekkies on this ship

CMO_Thornne says:
Ops: Thank you, sir.

CEO_Jarek says:
:: Glad to see his station::

OPS_Miaek says:
::begins the transport sequence::

LtJG_Weulffe says:
#*Razi* Can you believe that the Captain's a bald guy?

CIV_Knote says:
::Winces as OPS starts the transport::

LtJG_Weulffe says:
#*Razi* And he's OLD... not at all like Kirk... now he was pretty cool.

CIV_Knote says:
::Moves to Tac 2::

CSO_Weaver says:
CO:  Enterprise was involved in operation "Desert Fox", an air attack campaign.  If you need any more information, I can search further, sir...

CEO_Jarek says:
::At Engineering 1 console::

CTO_Hayes says:
CIV: Quite an adventure isn't it, Mr. Knote?

CIV_Knote says:
CTO: Yes ma'am.


XO_Keorn says:
::Snores on the floor::

CO_Winters says:
CSO: Was the Enterprise attacked in Desert Fox?

FCO_Collingwood says:
%::still lying on the deck as the battleship is rocked by another explosion::

CO_Winters says:
:: sits in the Captain's Chair ::

CIV_Knote says:
::Looks around:: CO: Where is CMDR Collingwood?

CMO_Thornne says:
::feels the shimmer of the transporter fade & sees SB around her. Looks to see where it deposited Keorn::

CSO_Weaver says:
::Spies something on the report and was just about to mention it::  CO:  Actually sir...no.  She was too far off coast to be attacked, and there's no record of it.

XO_Keorn says:
::Winters foot is propped on top of Keorn's ankle unknowingly::

Host Regin says:
ACTION: Science board makes a loud beepy sound

XO_Keorn says:
::Keorn didn't seem to get caught in the transport::

CSO_Weaver says:
Self:  Darn... ::Checks on the nature of the beepy sound::

OPS_Miaek says:
::begins doing system checks and system resources::

CO_Winters says:
OPS: Where is the FCO?

XO_Keorn says:
::Keorn’s foot moves and Winters jumps at the sudden movement under his foot::

OPS_Miaek says:
::checks for the FCO on the ship::

CO_Winters says:
:: notices the XO on the floor :: *CMO* Missing someone?

OPS_Miaek says:
CO:  There is no sign of the FCO sir.

CMO_Thornne says:
*CO* Tell that to Miaek. I asked for 2 down to SB, not one.

LtJG_Weulffe says:
#::mutters nasty things to himself... then accidentally trips over a piece of that stuff that stops the planes when they land::

CO_Winters says:
CSO: Take an away team back down to the ship we last saw here one deck above us. Please hurry.

CIV_Knote says:
::Frowns and sends FCO's biosigns to the OPS::

OPS_Miaek says:
CMO: Sorry, computer problems, give me one sec ma'am

CSO_Weaver says:
CO:  Captain, I've just read a large heat source in the Middle East section of Earth...looks like an explosion.

CO_Winters says:
CSO: I hope that was the Enterprise otherwise there will be trouble in the future.

OPS_Miaek says:
CEO:  We are having transporter problems.

CEO_Jarek says:
OPS: Not that I am aware of, however I will check.

LtJG_Weulffe says:
#::screams in pain:: *Razi* Get a med team down here! I have fallen and I can't get up!

CSO_Weaver says:
CSO:  Huge for the time... I didn't think an explosion of this magnitude was possible in this era.

CTO_Hayes says:
::taps on her console making a few changes::

CIV_Knote says:
OPS: I've got the FCO on sensors. ::sends to OPS console::

CO_Winters says:
CSO: The Enterprise was a nuclear powered vessel.

CEO_Jarek says:
OPS: I show transporters nominal.

OPS_Miaek says:
::locking on the FCO for emergency beam up::

CO_Winters says:
CSO: Cancel the away team. CIV/OPS: Handle the FCO please.

Ensign_Razi says:
#*Weulffe* On my way!  ::Brushes past the security and heads up the stairs::

CSO_Weaver says:
CO:  Aye sir.  I'll continue to monitor the situation.


CIV_Knote says:
CO: FCO is on our deck 2, Junior Officers quarters.

LtJG_Weulffe says:
#::sees something white protruding through his left leg and curses pretty loudly::

OPS_Miaek says:
::energizes the transporter::

CIV_Knote says:
*CMO* FCO is unconscious... think the OPS is sending her your way.

OPS_Miaek says:
CIV:  That is correct, should be arriving in sickbay at this second.

XO_Keorn says:
::There is a loud snort and then the rhythmic snoring of a large man continues::

CMO_Thornne says:
*Civ* Please remind the OPS nicely of the unconscious XO, too.

CO_Winters says:
CSO: Can you pinpoint the cause of the explosion?

CEO_Jarek says:
:: Looks around to see if the XO is waking up yet::

CSO_Weaver says:
CO:  I don't have the Enterprise on sensors any longer...I can only assume that her drive detonated, sir.

CIV_Knote says:
::Sees large heat signature on sensors:: CO: Skipper I think the Enterprise just exploded!

CTO_Hayes says:
XO: There are some explosions going down there.... according to my sensors, there was a detonation of the Enterprise’s nuclear drive.

CO_Winters says:
CSO: Now that I definitely do not recall...

CIV_Knote says:
CO: It's nuclear!

OPS_Miaek says:
::locks on to the XO and transports him to sickbay*CMO*  The XO should be there now ma'am.

CMO_Thornne says:
::Sees the FCO materialize & goes to check on her condition::

CSO_Weaver says:
CO:  Nor do the records, sir.  ::Looks at him gravely::

CIV_Knote says:
CO: We must have altered the time line.

CO_Winters says:
Civ: Or someone did.

CMO_Thornne says:
::Sees the XO materialize on another bed in the SB:: Nurse: Go check on the XO please.

CO_Winters says:
CIV: What is the current location of Triton in relation to the Persian Gulf?

CIV_Knote says:
::Checks sensors::  CO: Directly above it sir.

CO_Winters says:
CTO: What was attacking the Enterprise?

CTO_Hayes says:
CO: I don’t know for sure, but from my scans it should be something like a small unit, like a commando unit.

CIV_Knote says:
::Turns to CSO:: CSO: If we go back at the same spot we entered will that return the timeline?

CSO_Weaver says:
CIV:  Presumably...due to the nature of the rift in the first place, It's difficult to predict.

CO_Winters says:
CTO: Were they Human?

CTO_Hayes says:
CO: Checking now sir...

CMO_Thornne says:
::Notes on padd:: Self: Ms. Collingwood has a mild to moderate concussion. ::starts treating her appropriately & noting that down on the PADD as well::

CO_Winters says:
CSO: And if we don't go back... presumably we disappear because Earth doesn't exist in the future.

CTO_Hayes says:
CO: Sorry, but I cannot know what race there were.... but my scans don’t show anything unusual for Earth in 1998... so I would guess they were human.

CO_Winters says:
CSO: I need probabilities. If we go back through the rift will this all go away and be right again?

CIV_Knote says:
CTO/CO: Terrorists?

CTO_Hayes says:
CIV: Probably... but I doubt we will ever know for sure...

CSO_Weaver says:
::Continues monitoring earth's surface::  CO:  Presumably.  I can only imagine...that due to the nature of the timeline, we may have been supposed to stop this explosion.

OPS_Miaek says:
CEO:  Can I be of assistance?

CEO_Jarek says:
OPS: Assist in what OPS?

CMO_Thornne says:
<Nurse Tkara> ::Looks up from working on the XO:: CMO: Mr. Keorn has a mild concussion. Being a thick-skulled Klingon sometimes has its advantages. ::smiles:: Shall I proceed with appropriate treatment for him, as well, Dr.?

CO_Winters says:
CIV: Our presence onboard the ship must have diverted security away from a crucial area of the ship allowing a commando team to slip by and destroy the Enterprise.

CSO_Weaver says:
CO:  Correct.  Anything we may or may not have done could have directly interfered with the explosion being stopped.

CIV_Knote says:
::Nods:: CO: Sound feasible.

CO_Winters says:
CSO: I want to set things right. If we go back things should return to normal?

CSO_Weaver says:
CO:  Go back...to where, sir?

CSO_Weaver says:
CO:  And when, for that matter?

OPS_Miaek says:
CEO: Assist in trying to help come to a conclusion to our problems.

CEO_Jarek says:
OPS: By all means.

CTO_Hayes says:
CO: But we need to do something....

CMO_Thornne says:
Nurse Tkara: Of course. I'm going to let the FCO her get some rest.... Also a proper Starfleet uniform would be nice.

OPS_Miaek says:
CEO:  What if we modified the sensor readings from the previous rift?

CEO_Jarek says:
CO: Sir it may have been the anti-chronitons that started this sir.

XO_Keorn says:
::starts to come around still a little dazed::


CIV_Knote says:
CO: How about we go back through the rift and return... only this time we all keep comm with the Triton.  Then as soon as we get sent down we are beamed back aboard?

CO_Winters says:
CIV: But we may not return to the starting point.

CO_Winters says:
All: I guess what I am asking... Can we reverse this I don't want speculation. I want answers. :: shifts his weight ::

CEO_Jarek says:
OPS: Pick them apart actually; find any oddities from now to then.

CTO_Hayes says:
::thinks about what the CO just asked.... ::

OPS_Miaek says:
CEO: In theory, if we mimic the readings from the earlier rift, it should send us back to the Vulcan space.

CEO_Jarek says:
OPS: Correct.

CO_Winters says:
Ops: Yes but will the events that have transpired here have taken place?

OPS_Miaek says:
CEO:  Our best option would be to retrace our steps.

CEO_Jarek says:
OPS: If I am correct you will find a lack of chronitons in this timeline.

CIV_Knote says:
::shrugs and returns to sensors::

CEO_Jarek says:
OPS: Maybe not.

CEO_Jarek says:
OPS: But to side trace our steps.

OPS_Miaek says:
CEO:  What if we modified the deflector?

CO_Winters says:
OPS: Alright. Set the Triton up like it was when we first went through the rift.

CO_Winters says:
CIV: Set course back through.

OPS_Miaek says:
CO:  Aye sir.

OPS_Miaek says:
::opens sensor logs and begins modifying the ship to match::

CIV_Knote says:
CO: Aye sir. ::Moves to helm console and enters flight course::

CEO_Jarek says:
:: Readies the anti-chroniton field just in case::

CIV_Knote says:
CO: Ready on your mark sir.

CO_Winters says:
CSO: Make sure we pass through the rift under the same conditions.

OPS_Miaek says:
CO:  Ready on my end sir.

CO_Winters says:
OPS: Good.

CO_Winters says:
Civ: When the CSO gives the word engage.

CSO_Weaver says:
CO:  Understood, sir.

CTO_Hayes says:
::taps on her console to check the ideas coming in her mind::

CEO_Jarek says:
CO: May I suggest in reverse.

CO_Winters says:
All: Everyone ready?

CIV_Knote says:
::Nods and sets Triton for 1/4 impulse::

CSO_Weaver says:
::Sets up the scanner matrix::  CO:  I agree with CEO...we need to go in on reverse to have all conditions equal.

CO_Winters says:
:: wishes for a seatbelt ::

Host Regin says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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